**PROJECT FEEDERWATCH**
Count winter birds at feeders for Citizen Science from November–March.

**PROJECT NESTWATCH**
Monitor breeding birds at school for Citizen Science from April–June.

**SCHOOLYARD BIRD BLITZ**
Explore your schoolyard to identify and count birds in May.

**VIRTUAL ORNITHOLOGY**
Bring bird science to your classroom with our distance education programs.

**MIGRATION EDUCATION**
Learn about migration and how birds are tracked for science.

**LEARN ABOUT BIRDS**
Connect with local bird life through Citizen Science and conservation activities.

**PREVENT COLLISIONS**
Avoid collisions by reducing reflections and placing feeders away from windows.

**PROTECT FROM PREDATORS**
Keep cats indoors, and protect feeders and nesting boxes from predators.

**WELCOME BIRDS TO WILD SPACES**
Plant native vegetation to provide food and habitat for birds.

**BUY BIRD-FRIENDLY**